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I. INTROCUCTION

Dropout rates of 40 ard 50 percent franthe nation's central city

high schools are now being reported. (Ford Foundation latter, 1984).

Mile most public schools have amuch lagerdrotout rate, the rmtional

magnitude of theproblemhas caused concern among educators and policy

makers. In gereral this concern 's based on the prediction that

serious economic and social consequences will result for those who

fail to obtain a high school diploma. Moreover, it is argued that

the civic and economic welfare of the nation is dependent upon a

universally high level of educational attainment. Thus for the

benefit of both individuals and society, it is assumed that youth

should remain in school until high school graduation.

Although the school dropout rate has been on the rise in

recent years, viewed historically it is relatively low even today.

In 1900, for example, about 90 percent of the male youth in this

country did not receive a h1gh school diploma. By 1920 the non--

completion rate for males was down to 80 percent. It was not until

the 1950's that the dropout rate fell below 50 percant. By the mid

to late 1960's the dropout rate reached its low point, and since

then the rate for early school leaving has risen.

California illustrates the recent trend in school dropout. In

1967, only 12 percent of theadolescents left school beforegraduation.

By 1970, the rate had risen to 17 percent; by 1972 it had climbed
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to 20 percent; in 1976 the rate was 22 percent (C3mp, 1980) . California

seems typical, but a precise figure for the current national dropout

rate is difficult to obtain because reporting pro:IR:lures differ across

the country. However, it is reasonable to asstnne that at least 25

percent of our nation's adolescents fail to graduate from high school.*

Rich of the research on high school dropouts has been based on

the desire to find the causes, correlates cc rotives underlying the

actions of the dropouts. 'Iypically, the research begins by looking

at the characteristics of those who drop out. The questions

guiding the research (as well as the thinking of most educators)

are directed at finding those characteristics or qualities of

dropouts that make then different fran those who coaplete high

school. In conducting the research, a host of social and personal

categories are scanned to find those that separate the dropout and

the stay-in. In other words, dropping out is construed as a form

of social deviance, and an explanation of this deviant action is

sought in the characteristics of the group.

Implicit in much research on school dropouts is the asstmption

that a better understanding of the characteristics of dropouts will

*The most recent data on dropout can be found in the High School and
Beyond study which shows a 14 percent rate (Peng, 1984) . However,
this clearly underestimates the number of dropouts since the
initial data gathering was begun with shophancres in the spring of
1980 and the follow-up with 'seniors in the spring of 1982. iIhis

means that some members of the class of 1982 had dropped out
prior to the first survey and sane failed to complete their senior
year.
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permit educators to develop policies and provide practices that

will reduce the number of adolescents who fail to gradUate.

Clearly, it is important for educators to know that students at

risk have certain social, family and personal Characteristics.

In principle, such information could be usedcorstructiveWbythose

in a position to shape policy and practice. However, tlie fact is

that sudh characteristics can not be easily changed and this neans

that schools nust accept their clients' backgrounds and abilities

as given. Therefore, if the research on dropouts continues to

focus on the relatively fixed attributes of stmlents, the effect of

sudh researdh may well be to give schools an excuse for their lack

of success with the drcpout. Institutional thinkingmaygo sanething

like this: After all, it is not the school's fault that same of

its students are from poor hams ard not very talented academically,

and since we can not do anything about these things that interfere

with school success, the school is absolved of any responsibility

for the fact that a sizeable portion of its clients find good

reasons to leave before graduation.

Sincetraditionalresearchhastendedtoidentifycharacteristics

least amnable to change, the focus of newressuurchmdght better be

directed toward understanding the institutional character of

schools and how this character affects the potential dropout.

While institutional character has broad meaning, the focus can be

narrowed to those policies and practices that have impact on the
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institution's holding paver. This holding paver cught to te part

of our definition of school excellence in a democratic society

where schools are to serve all of its citizens, not just the

academically agile.

A new focus for research can go beyond those findings that r10.4

are =firmed by a broad base of research; i.e., that those youth

most likely to dropout cane disproportionately frail badogrounds of

lad SES. Researchers need nad to ask why these youth are most at

risk, and, further, what policies and practices typical of public

schools tend to increase the chances of these students dropping

out. It is inportant to conceive this new research in a way that

looks for the cause of drcpping out not only in the characteristics

of the dropout, but also in relation to those institutional character-

istics that affect the marginal student in a negative manner.

Presumably the school is obligated to create an environment in

which these youth can experience sane kind of success, find institutimal

participation rewarding, and de elcp aspirations for additional

schooling that can lead to satisfying enployment. We will develcp

these ideas and sketch this new focus for research in this paper.

II. MAT DO WE IINCW ABMT CM:MIS?

.re are several generalizations that describe school drcpcuts

base recent research literature. Flour national studies utilizing
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longitudinal data will be reviewed in this section to present these

findings. In addition, a major criticism of this research is offered.

The four longitudinal studies involving dropouts are ProjectunNr,

Youth in Transition, National Longitudinal Survey Of Youth Labor Market

Experience, and High Schrol ard Beyond. The first study, Projectmum,

began in 1960 when about 440,000 Linth graders from ptiblic aid private

schools across the country were tested. In 1964, follai-ulo data were

collected and those students who had subsequently dropped out were

identified. Combs and Cooley (1968) reported sophatcre year data for

a sample of dropouts consisting of an ecjual number of nales and

females and =pared them with a control group of an equal =ober of

male and female graduates who did not enter a two or four year college.

Based on a nine item index of socioeccmcmic level of family

environment, Combs and Cooley found 51 percent of the male dropouts

came from the lowest quartile of SES background, and 61 percent of

females came from the lomat quatile. Only 22 percent of the males

r1 nd 17 percent of the female dropaits came fraa the upper half of the

SES scale

A secord major fixdim of this research addresses academic ability

anWor performance in course work. A ccmposite academic ability score

was created based on a battery of tests from Project TALENT; 55

percent of the nales and 40 percent of the female dropouts were in

the bottom quartile of ability as defined by TALENT. This compares

with the controls where 28 percent of the males ard 17 percent of the
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females were in the bottom quartile. Reading and mathematical

performance for the drcdouts were consistently below those of the

control group.

Self-perception of personal arxisocial characteristic= is athird

focus of this research. In Project TALENT students were given 150

statements potentially descriptive of themselves. Ten different

scales were derived frc.a these statements. For both male and female

drcpcuts the pattern was the same; they scored significantly lower

than controls on most of the scales including tidiness, calmness,

vigor, self-confidence, cu.l.turel maturepersonality,andscciability.

Male dropouts scorelhicpm thmncxntrols on impulsiveness, bit this

is considered e nagative characteristic.

It is not surprising that an analysis of data on dropouts

finds them less conforming to institutional norms for what is a

"good student." The conception of the variables in this study is

likely to contain sane middle class biases that result in negatively

labeling the dropout. In addition, these same biases may also be

reflected in the culture of the school and contribite to an alienation

of low SES youth. Not pursued by the study are questions regarding

the way in which the school responds to those who bring to school a

sanewhatdifferentsetofculturalcharacteristics. Spfailtoguestien

existing school practices vis avisthemarginal student is tosanctify

implicitly an ineffective and even discriminatory institution.
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A second major longitudinal study involving dropout is reported

by Bachman, et al (1971) based an data gathered in the ltuth in

Transition survey conducted by the Survey Research Center at the

University of Michi.gan. This study is based On a national sampae

of about 2,000 adolescent boys. She data were first gathered in

the fall of 1965 when the boys entered tenth grade with subsequent

ccalections in the spring of 1968, 1969, and the summer of 1970.

Reports of the data describe three grows --dropouts, graduates not

pursuing additional schocaing, and those graduates who entered

post-secondary schooling.

Youth in Transition used six ingredients to arrive at a

neasure of socioeoonamic level (SEL). This scale was subsewently

divided into six levels. Bachman states that SEL is "the most

fundamentally important of the family backgrcureimeasures examiral

in the Youth in Transition study" (p. 26). SEL is highly correlated

with other home environment measures, intelligence and reading

comprehension. In addition, schoca grades, college plans and

occupational aspirations are all positively correlated with SEL.

While the implication appears to be that these students are deviant

or deficient, this data also can be interpreted to suggest that the

institution has created conflict with these youth to the extent

they rejected schoca.

Bachman found that almoet 60 percent of the dropouts came from

the two lcmest of six socioeconomic levels. This is roughly the same
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finding that Catios and Cooley report. Bachman adds several other

family badoground factors to SEL in a regression equation designed

to identify the dropout. These additional family backgrcund

factors are family size, parental punitiveness, and broken have.

The analysis resulted in a multiple R of .43 and an explained

variance of about 19 percent. In other words, SEL plus other

family background characteristics leaves unexplained about 80

percent of the total variance.

A second major predictor of drcpout in the Bachman study is acadanic

ability/achievement. This finding is based on a battery of vocabulary

and reading tests that produce a multiple R of .42 and an explained

variance of about 18 percent. It was assumed, of course, that measures

of ability/ achievement and family backgrouixl overlap to same extent.

The question was pursued as to how much better prediction cculd be

made if family background and ability/achievement vere ocabined. A

regression analysis using the four background and two ability/achievement

measures resulted in a multiple R of .49 and an explained variance

of about 24 percent, or an increase of 5 to 6 percent over each factor

alone. Thus ability/achievement factors overlap considerably with

family background in view of this gain in explained variance resulting

frau their combination.

Bachman found five aiditional factors that have sane strength

in predicting drcpout. These are grade failure, class grades,

negative school attitudes, status of aspired occupation, and

1 0
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in-school delinquency. With the kNossible exception of occupational

aspirations, these factors all reflect direct experience or relations

with the school rather than family bacloground factors. Certainly

the most interesting finding of the entire Bachman study is the

strength of the "in-school delinquency" factor. "Indeed, delinquent

behavior in school during the junior high school years is our most

powerful predictor of dropping out" (p. 104) . It is, moreover,

the only predictor that makes a sharp distinction between dropouts

and non-college-bound graduates. All of the other measures shag a

greater differenoe between the terminal graduate and the college-bard

graduate (see Table 1) .

In summary, using fourteen factors that =prise the categories

of family background, intellectual abilities and achievement,

school experience and attituies, and personality and behavior,

Bachman arrived at an explained variance of about 19 percent when

comparing dropouts ard non-college-bcaind stay-ins. The factors

used by Bachman are a more powerful predictor of being college-bmnd

than of dropping out, and the prciolem of distinguishing drcpouts

from the non-college-bound stay-in is more &Moult. ittile

there is something of a continuum from dropout to graduate to college-

bound-graduate, drcpouts and terminal graduates are less distinguishable

than are terminal graduates and their college-hound peers.

In addition to developing predictive analysis of dropouts, the

Bachman study also provides longitudinal data on a series of

11
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self-perceived categories involving self-esteem, aspirations,.locus

of control, trust, aggression and delinquency. Changes over time

in these self reports are used as neasures of effects of dropping

out or staying in school. The dominant pattern for these various

neasures is one ct stdbility rather than change. In other words,

differenmmithatdistingaishdrtscuts frmnstay-ins at thebegirming

of the study (tenth grade) persist over three years of the study.

In same cases where change occurs, it is in the direction that

reduces slightly the differences between dropouts and gradUates.

This suggests that whatever factors are responsible for dropping

out, they exist prior to the tenth grade, and the subsequent act of

dropping out does not exacerbate any of themeasured self-perceptions

of these adolescent males. There is no evidence that dropping out

is perceived as a negative action by the dropouts during the first

three years.

The use of the Prtter scale to neasure "internal and external

contrca" reveals a small distinction among the three groups. While

the dropouts are consistently lowest in internalccrtrol (considered

a negative resul.t) and the college-bound the highest, the gap

between the dropouts and the other two groups actually narrows

slightly during the three years. Again, this occurs despite the

fact the dropouts are taking the step of leaving school.

The findings on self-esteem and locus of control argue that the act of

dropping out does not produce a state of depression or sense of power-

12
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lessness. Instead, it suggests that the self-perceptions of the dropout

have developed prior to their action. The fact that the slight upward

trend in self-esteem for example, continues after dropping out provides

some evidence that this action may be a positive step in the eyes of these

adolummet sales.

A third study utilizing longitudinal data about dropouts is offered

by Rumberger (1983) based on the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth

Labor Market EXperience from 1980. It provides data on Hispanics, whites

and Macke, both male and female. Reasons for dropping cut were obtained

in the survey and four major categocies are presented: school related,

economic, personal and other. By far the most often given reason for

dropping out is "school related" (44 percent). Within this category

several more specific reasons were offered, but 29 percent reported they

simply "disliked school." Males, especiallywhitezales (36 percent), were

black and white, 24 percent gave this reason for leaving school.

much more likely to give this reason than females. El= females, Hispanic,The

general category of "ecammic" reasons produced a 20 percent response, with

the more specific reason of "desired to work" making up half of the economic

reason responses. Here males were two to three tines more likely to give

this response than females of their corresponding racial/ethnic group. It

is not clear, hcmever, the extent to utict work is seen as a more positive

alternative than school arsi that this response is sinplyanotherway of saying

13
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Table 1

YCUIH IN TRANSITION S'IUYDY

PREDICIORS RELATED '10 EDLICATIONAL ATTUNIE1I1

FAMILY BACIGROUND 1/2 SD Grantl Mean

Socioeconomic level 1 2

Number of siblings
(many-few)

Broken hate
(more-less frequent)

Parental punitiveness
(high-lad)

INrELIECIUAL SICELIS
GATB-J test of voc-
abilary (1w-high)

Gates reading test
(low-high)

SCHOOL ECPERIENCE AND ATI'I'IUM
Grade failure
(more-less frequent)

Classroan grades
(lcm-high)

Negative school
attitudes (more-
fewer)

PERSOMLITY AND BEHAVIOR
self-esteem (law-high)

Sanatic symptom
(more-fewer)

Ambitious job
attitudes (law-high)

Status of aspired 1 2
occupation (lcyd-high)

Delinquent behavior 1 2
in school (more-less
treatment)

1

1

1

1 2

1

1 2

1 2

1

2 3

3

3

1,/2 SD
3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

3

2 3

2 3

3

3

1=Drcpouts, 2=Graduates, 3ollege-bound.
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that sdhool is disliked. This possibility is strengthened in view of

the fact that only 4 percent of all dropouts reported "financial

difficulties" as a reason for leaving school..

"Personal reascne is a category compriiing two closely related

factors--pregnancy and marriage. Here, of course, the responses are

Skewed heavily for females. These two reasons coMbined to account

for 33 percent of all females who dropped out. About 30 percent of

Hispanic and white females gave narriage =pregnancy as their reason

and eadh group was about equally divided between these two reasons.

However, 41 percent of the bladk females reported pregnanoy and 4

percent reported marriage as their reason. Only 2 percent of all

males reported "mmrriage" as their reason for leaving sChool.

Rumberger sees these self-reportel reasons as important to our

understanding of the dropout phenomenon, but he states "the propensity

to drcp out is undoubtedly related to a number of underlying factors,"

and these are assumed to be more powerfUl causes (p. 201). He cites

a number of studies confirming the influence of family badkground as

the factor most strongly related to educational attainment. In this

researdh tradition, he examines the relationdhip between different

race and sex coMbinations, family baCkground and the dropout rate.

TO do this Rmtberger develops two simulations whiCh utilize the NIS

data to predict the probability of dropping out under two sets of

family background conditions. The first simulation depicts a person

from moderately high socio-economic conditions--a household with two

parents, two children, average educational levels for parents and

15
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hme reading materials. Me second simulation assumes a household

with laq socio-azonanic conditions--modest education, no father, four

children, little home reading material. In addition, other variables

were added in attanpting predictions of dropout. Mese included

aspirations, lows of control, and early marriage/pregnancy.

Rumberger found additional support for previous findings that family

background is a "powerful predictor of drcpout behavior" (p. 205) . His

simulations show that low socio-econcinic background has a strong

effect in peedictirq dropout. Sqhile drcpout rates very by race, with

minorities significantly higher, the simulations reveal that when

minorities are assumed to have the same family background as whites,

the predicted dropout rate for minorities is about the same or even

slightly less than whites. For example, the probability that a black

female frau a low socio-eccncenic background will drop out increases by

40 percent if she has a child within nine maths of leaving school,

bit there is only a 4 percent increase in probability of dropping out

if this black female is frau a high socio-eoonanic background.

Several factors were added to family backgrcund in attempting to

increase the probability of predicting drcpcut. It was faind that lader

levels of educational aspirations increase the likelihocd of dropping

out. Males who aspire to professional or managerial positions later

in life have significantly lower drcpcut probability. Rumberger's

methodology, however, did not allow him to determine whether low

aspirations are cause or synptan of drcpping out.

16
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Consistent with other studies is the finding that higher academic

ability/performance levels indicate lower dropout rates FOr tiith mama,

especially,, an external locus of control measure indicted a higher dropout

rate. Because the data were gathered after these youth dropped out,

this study does not allow one to distinguish between psychological factors

that preceded dropout and those that result frau this action. Moreover,

the study does not furnish any insight into the psychological mechanism

whereby the conditions of low socio-economic background are translated

by adolescents into a decision that school is not a place for them to

stay.

The most recent data on dropouts cane frail the High School and Beyond

(HS&B) data set made available frau the National Center for Education

Statistics. As noted earlier, HS&B data underestimate the tnie dropout

rate nationally because of the timing of the data gathering during the

sophanore and senior years, and any percentage rates would be viewed

in this light. One of the strengths of HS&B is the followup of

dropouts. Of those who dropped out during the study about 50 percent

were located and given a survey to fill oat. 88 percent of those contacted

completed the west ionnaire.

Preliminary analysis of the data indicates further confirmation of

several previous findings (Peng, 1983) . Low socioeconomic kackgrtund

and poor academic performance are associated with higher dropout

rates. The dropout rates of low, middle and high SES students were 17

percent, 9 percent and 5 percent respectively. Unfortunately, almost

32 percent of all dropouts failed to report information on their
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socioeconomic situation and therefore are classified as "unknodn."

It its entirely possible that a disproportionate muter of this "unknom"

group would fall into the low SFS category and thereby magnify the

differential dropout rate between SES categories. About 43 percent of

the dropouts self-report they received "mostly D's" in course grades.

Thus, low SFS and low grades continue the pattern established in the

previous studies of dropouts.

MEM pirsued the question of what reasons youth give for why they

drop out of school. Almzet 2300 dropouts responded by checking as

many reasons as they thought applied to their decision. Several major

categories of response emerge from this data. The main categories are

related to school, family and orployaent. By far the most frequently

cited reasons dealt with school problems; for example, "school was not

for me", "had poor grades," "couldn't get along with teachers,"

"expelled or suspended." The most frequent response cited school

related reasons for leaving; "school was not for ine" was checked by

66 percent of all respondents.

The family-related reasons death primarily with marriage and

pregnancy. Fifty-four percent of the females indicated they dropped

out due to marriage or pregnancy. Eaployment was cited by 27 percent

of the males and 11 percent of the females as a reason. Here respondents

were checking the statement "offered a job and those to work." Again,

as the other research there is no distinction between respondents

perception that they needed to work as opposed to simply seeing work

as a more interesting and rewarding pursuit than school.

18
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SUMMARY

Based on the four different data sets reviewed up to this point,

what has been learned about the dropcut phenomenon? The major trends

are persistent. First, a family background characterized by law

socioeconanic status is strongly associated with dropping out. All

fcur studies confirm this. Precisely what it is about this kind of

family background that produces youth who are poor risks to finish

schcol is not clear. In addition, poor school rteo nce leading to

law grades and ccurse failure are associated with drcpping cut in all

of the studies. Mere is sane evidence that drcpouts exhibit several

social-psychological characteristics that distinguish them from

stay-ins. Rm./ever there are no consistent categories or measures

across these studies to sustain any findings of causality. In

general, it is not clear if measured characteristics such as lag

educational/occupational aspirations, weak sociability, negative

school attitudes, lag self-esteem, and external sense of locus of

control are brcught to the school or prcduced by school experiences.

The strong association between in-school delinquency and dropping cut

faind by Bachman suggests that the school itself may contribute to

negative school experiences that lead to drcptut. It would seem

worthwhile to begin sorting out this cause-effect confusion.

An important source of information about dropouts is the set of

reasons they give for leaving school. Although there is a tendency by

researchers to see such information as less inpOrtant, or at least to

treat it as "surface" data as opposed to "underlying" data which are
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assumed to be more pcmerfUl, there is a clear trend in what .students

say. They leave because they do not have much success in school and

they do not like it. Many of them choose to accept entry-level work

or to care for their children, choices which apparently are seen as more

attractive than staying in school.

The problem of females leaving school because of marriage and/or

pregnancy is a major factor in the dropout rate. Me HS&B data indicate

that about half of all femile drcscuts leave for this ombined reason.

It is an important sccial phencsenon when children are having children,

but it is also a reflection cn the holding power of the school for low

SES ftmeles. Hcm is it that child care is more attractive than schooling?

While there may be implications for sex education in the female dropout

statistics, it is probably more pragmatic to lodk at ways to attract

these young mothers back into the educational stream.

One of the assumptions in all of these studies is that dropping out

is bad, and that one of the purposes of research is to undanstand the

dropout problem better and subsequently help lower the number of

youths who leave school early. The intent is noble, but it does not

appear that the research is likely to have any significant impact on

school policy and practice. One reason for this is the bias inherent

in focusing exclusively on the sccioeconanic an' personal characteristics

of drcwuts ; . e. , the family background, academic ability and perfame,

and personality characteristies that distinguish dropouts frau successft21

students. As social deviants, attention is drawn to the inherent

attributes of this grail% This is =spared explicitly with attributes

20
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of those who stay in sdhool, and there is a taken-for-granted juxta-

position of dropouts with those students who are successful vis a vis

the dominant practices, expectations and norms.of contenporary public

pdhools. The characteristics displayed by drcpouts necessarily result

in an individuous comparison with non-dropouts. More.significant,

however, this research focus brings with it no suggestion that policies

and practices of the institution itself should be seen as problematic

in relation to those students who become marginal.

III. DROPPING our AS A PROBLEM OF SCHOOL POLICY ANDERACTICE

Mile the najor longitudinal studies of dropouts have paid little

attentiontotheroleplayedbyschool factors, thereiseapiricalevideme

as well as theoretical support for redefining the problem to take such

factors into account. Directing attention to school policy and

practice may provide an increased Inderstanding of the causes of

drcpcut. By seardhing for school factors that contribute to narginal

students' decision to drop cut, such research can provide grounds for

school-based reform. Although schocas can do nothing about students'

SES or innate ability, inportant contributing factors to dropout that

are under the control of the school may be nodified to change the

school conditions of marginal students.

TheHighSchoolardBeyondstudyforthescphanore1980cohortprovicbs

the most recent longitudinal data in which dropouts are systematically

sampled before and after their decision to leave school. Although the

HS&B data set is rich, analysis is necessarily constrained by the
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design of the original study. Where we night have asked a.question

differently or sought additional validation or solicited information

about other school-related variables, we obviously could not. Our

analysis therefore uses the information made available to us by HS&B

and should be viewed as expacratory and tentative. Should these data

indicate the importance of specific sdhool conditions in predicting

dropout, more specific studies will need to be conducted to determine

the extent to whidh schools can be said to contribute to the dropout

problem.

HS&B data were first gathered in 1980 when the subjects were

sophomores. In 1982, a followup questionnadre was given to the same

students. Those who dropped oatIoare located and asked to fill out a

slightly different westionnaire. TO determine the extent to which

certainvariables available franHS&Bamong threegrcups, amultivariate

discriminant analysis was run. This procedure analyzes a set of

independent variables to determine if differences in student responses

provide a basis for discriminatingamong two or more groups. In this

casethediscriminantanalysiswasintendedtoidentifydropouts,stay-ins

and college-bound. Eadh independent variable is tested to determine

whetheritmakesastatisticallysignificantccntributiontoidentifying

group memberebip. When comparing three groups the test prodUces two

discriminant functions that have separate weights (ccedlicients) for

eadh independent variable. 'The first function accounts for the most

explainal variance, and the second accounts for the remaining explained

variance.
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The independent variables used in the discriminant analysis were

carefully selected franthe HS&Bdata setto representarangeof factors

likely to influence the decision to drop out. Items identified as

important in prior research were included such.as SES, race, academic

ability/ performance, self-esteem and locus of control. A second set

of variables were chosen because they reflect a range of school

conditions experienced by students that might influence them to drcto

cut. Mese include peer relationships, sociability, disciplinary

problems, and the amount of formal schooling they expect to attain.

The selection of these two sets of variables provides a basis for

determining the importance of relatively fixed characteristics

brought to the school as compared to social conditions enccuntered by

students while in school.

The analysis was carried out on a 40% randam, weighted sample of

HS&B public school students. The two functions are found in Table 2

listing the variables and their coefficients. Same conceplaial clarifi-

cations are in order for several of the variables. SES is divided

into quartiles based on student reports of five family characteristics

including father's occupation, father's and mother's education, family

income and the presence of certain household items. Test refers

to quartile placement based on a battery of MEI tests at 10th grade

thatincludemathematics,vcoabulary,languageandgrannarusage,knoaledge

of science and civics. The type of informaticr gained from these

tests is a neasure both of ability and achievement that accrues fram

taking standard school subjects. Grades refers to the self-reported
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letter grades students have achieved in high school. Self-esteem is

a four item composite scale based on responses to questions such as,

"I am able to do things as well as most other people." The Imam of

Control scale is also a four item scale using questions such as, "Good

luck is yore important than hard work for success." amm,mg is

the self-reported =ober of hours a week the stulents works at a job.

=a= refers to the self-reported number of school days missed when

not sick. late is a measure of the muter of days a student was late

to school. Discipline is a three item scale asking the student about

discipline problens in the past year, about being suspended or placed

on probation, and about cutting classes every once in a while.

Finallyj Expected School Attainnent is a single item reflecting students'

responses to a question asking had much formal schooling they expectto

get. This item provides for nine levels of possible responses-

from "less than high school graduation" to "Fh.D. or M.D."

Findings for the discriminant analysis on the total sample will be

presented first (see Table 2) . Later findings frcm separate discriminant

analyses for each of three races (Hispanic, Black, ighite) will be presented

(see Table 3) and carpared to findings for the analysis as a whole.

For the full sample, FUnction 1 acccxmts for 89% of the variance

between groups. Expected School Attainnent is by far the most powerful

variable (.61) in discriminating among the three groups. Test (.29) ,

SES (.25) and Grades (.22.) are also paderful pcedictors and are

positively
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Table 2

HS&B DATA

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS COEFFICIENTS (FULL SAMPLE)

SEX
HISPANIC
BLACK
wHrrE
SES/Q
TEST/Q
GRAMS
S/ESTEEM
ICC/CONTROL
HOURS/WRKD
TRUANCY
LATE
SUE/FEELS
casmnpx/mE
ACDM/INSTR
REPUI/034
SCM/CLU4
SCHI/PROBS
INTR/SCHL
DISCIPLINE
LAW/PROES
EXP/SCHI/ATN

MVP CENIROIDS

Group 1 (Dropouts)
Group 2 (Stay-ins)
Group 3 (College-bound)

Academic
yUnction I

Social COntext ct
School, FUnction 2

.09
-.08
.02

-.15
.25
.29

.22

.04

-.00
-.11
-.12
.07
.05

-.01
.03

-.03
.01
.01
.01

-.10
-.07
.61

-1.20
-.56
1.08

-.07
.03

-.03
.13

-.07
.05

-.20
-.20
-.00
.22
.47

.25

.13

.08

-.04
.

.07

.00
-.09
.41
.51

.45

.69

-.26
.09

1

CIASSIPTCATION MUMS

Actual Group Predicted Group ?4embership

1 2 3

1 (Erwcuts) 63%* 24% 13%

2 (Stay-ins) 22% 54%* 24%

3 (C011egebound) 5% 11% 844*

MERALL: 67% CORRECT

*percent of accurate predictions for each group

25
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Table 3

rascsamommusIs omunams BY PACEAMHNICTrY

Nhitg
Fl F2

1ç ilPgDig
Fl F2 Fl Fl F2

SEX .12 -.13 -.12 .05 -.01 -.03

SEX/Q .23 -.05 .23 .06 .36 .01

TESWO .26 .01 .35 .08 .19 -.13

WADES .20 -.21 .22 -.12 .39 -.05

S/ESTEEM .04 .05 .01 -.00 .01 .11

LOC/CONTROL -.01 -.05 .05 .04 -.17 -.01

BCUPS/NRKD -.11 .23 -.13 .33 -.10 -.15
!NANCY -.09 .38 -.17 .37 -.55 -.48

LATE .05 .24 .22 .41 .05 -.14

SUB/FEELS .05 .13 -.03 -.16 -.06 -.22
OIHEMS/C/ME .03 -.02 .14 .14 .27 .19

ACEN/INSTR .02 .12 .06 .26 .05 -.04

mulyam .03 .13 .04 -.13 -.24 -.10
SCHI4L1M .01 -.14 .06 -.26 .01 .02

SCHI/PROBS .01 -.04 .02 -.09 .04 .00

INTp/SCHL .01 -.05 .02 -.16 .05 .08

DISCIPLINE -.10 .48 -.14 .34 -.19 -.13
LAW/PROBS -.05 .13 -.05 -.08 -.18 -.11
EYN/SCHWAMN .64 .45 .59 .33 .28 -.70

GPOW CENrROIDS

1 (Dropouts) -1.47-.58 -1.28 .83 -1.21 .66

2 (Stay-ins) .01 .43 -.39 -.35 -.62 -.24
3 (C011ege-bound) 1.29 -.61 .82 .18 1.08 .07

CLASSIFIED MUMS

Predicted Group
1 2 3

Actual Groups

Predicted Grcoup
1 2 3

Predicted Gra.ip
1 2 3

1 (Dropouts) 83%* 14% 3% 75%* 14% 11% 62%* 24% 15%
2 (Stay-ins) 18% 61%* 21% 17% 59%* 24% 24% 52%* 24%
3 (C011ege- 7%

bound)
13% 81%* 9% 15% 76%* 4% 11% 85%*

01" CORRECT: 70% 68% 67%

*percent of aoomika pmsdictions for each group.
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ozrrelatiklidth Expected School Attainment. The fact. that Expected School

fttainment, Tests, SES, and Grades emerge as powerful predictors in

?Unction 1 suggest that it can be interpreted as an academic function.

Group centroids show that FUnction 1 spreads the three groups along

the horizontal axis with the greatest difference between dropouts (group

1) and college-tam! (group 3). This finding is consistent with previous

literature and offers the following picture of the college-bound student:

high expectations, high achievement/ability, high SES, and high grades.

Conversely, the dropout is characterized as one who has lad expectations,.

lad achievement/ability, lad SES and lad grades.

Once the academic function is pertialled cut, a new set of variables

emerge as important predictors: Truancy (.47), Expectations (.45),

Cisc*plineFirchaems (.41), Lateness (.25) and Hours Worked (.22). FUnction

2 accounts for 11% of the pooled variance and seems to discriminate test

between dropouts (group 1), and stay-ins (group 2). This function nay be

regarded as a social context of schooling function. The picture which

merges in PUnction 2 is of dropouts who differ from their academically

similarpeers interns of their high truanch discipline problems, lateness,

and ha:wawa-kW. lntereftingly, students exhibiting these uncalventional

tehaviors have expectations about future schoolimidlich are fairly high.

The two function =del descrited above successfully predicted 63%

of the dropouts, 54% of the stay-ins, and 84% of the college-bound for

tho combined Pimple. We woad expect stay-ins to be the most difficult

group to predict in that this group includes students with widely varied

backgrounds, akdlities, and kehaviors. We can imagine students at the
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tail k. of this group dhoosing to drop out or go to college for reasons not

explained by the model.

Because of the relatively large nuMber of whites in the sample,

it was decided that a second analysis was needed using racial/ethnic

categories. Thus, the discriminant analysis was re-run for three groups

(Hispanics, blacks, whites). The analysis for white students (see Table

3) does not differ substantially from the canbined analysis. Bbwever, two

variations are worthy of note. Mcpected Sdhool Attainment is slightly

more pcmexful in FUnction 1. Discipline PrOblems is more powerfUl, whiles

Truancy declines someWhat in bportanoe in FUnction 2. The ability to

correctly predict groups is roughly the same for whites as for the races

combined.

Aralysis of the blaCk sample dbes not differ significantly from the

whites or the overall sample. FUnction I can still be regarded as an

academic function with EUpected Sdhool Attainment (.59), Test (.35),

SES (.23), and Grades (.22) as pcmexfUl. Interestingly, lateness (.22)

also emerges as a pcmexfUl predictor in FUnction 1. This suggests that

even academically successful bladks self-report significant tardiness.

Function 2, which for blaCks explains 22% of the pool variance

can be again interpreted as a social context of sdhooling function.

Tardiness (.41), Truancy (.37), Discipline Problems (.34), Bburs Wbrked

(.33), Dcpected Sdhool Attainment (.33), are the most powerfUl predictors

for FUnction 2. These variables are all positively correlated with one

another. Thus, a similar picture of the blaCk dropout emerges to that

described for the overall sample. Of interest, however, are four additional
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vaxiAbles: students, judgment of Instructional Quality (.26), School

Climate (-.26), how the Subject Feels About Others (.16), and how subjects

think Others See Me (-.14). Others See Me ard School Climate are negatively

correlated with the discriminating variables above, while Subject Feels

About Cthers and Instructional Quality are positively correliMmdwith the

most pcmerfUl predictors in FUnction 2. This suggests that while blacks

accept the dominant norms of schooling and see themselves as accepting of

others, their day-to-day experiences in sdhool are sameWhat negative.

This model accurately predicts 75% of black dropouts, 59% of black stay-ins,

and 76% of black college-bound youth.

A somewhat different picture emerges for Hispanics. As before, SES

(.36), Test (.19), Grades (.39), and EXpected School Attainment (.28),

contribute greatly to the ability of FUnction 1 to discriminate among

groups. EXpected School Attainment is significantly less power= than

for blacks and whites, while several other variables gain importance;

Truancy (-.55), Others See Mb (-.27), School Reputation in Community

(-.24), Discipline Problems (-.19), and problems with the Law (-17).

Because all of the latter variables are negatively correlated with SES,

Test, Grades and Expected School Attainment, we can think of FUnction

3. asdifferentiatingthethreegroupsalorgacontimannwherethecollege-bound

sbmient has high grades, high SES, high achievement/ability,
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low truancy, and few discipline problems in school or problems with

the law. Conversely, the dropout can be dtutractxtrized as having low

grades, SES, achievement/ ability, and a high incidence of truancy,

in-school discipline pwoblems and problems with the law. Although the

academic dimension is still pracinent in FUnction 1, a wider array of

variables contribute to the ability in FUnction 1 to discriminate among

groups. This suggests that for Hispanics the academic and social context

functions are undifferentiated.

Once FUnction 1 is partialled out, Expected School Attainment (-.70).

and Truancy (-.48) again appear to be the most powerfUl variables in

discriminating between dropouts (group 1) and stay-ins (group 2). Both

coefficientsarenegativeindicatingthatstarinsasagrcuparecharacterized

by low expectations and low truancy. Despite the tentativeness of the

analysis, this model sucoessfully pwedicts 83% of the Hispanic droscuts,

61% of the stay-ins, and 81% of the college-bmmd. FUnction 1 explains

76% of the variance and FUnction 2 the remainder.

Since Hispanics appear to view school differently than whites or

blacks, and because intemmtation of this view is difficult, given the

data from the HS&B study, we are hesitant to specify relationships more

precise

If, in fact, Hispanics as an ethnic group bring with them differing

views of school, or possibly have differing school experiences, this

provides an opportunity for important ressmrch. From the standpoint of

school policy and practice, it is essential for educators to become

knadedgeable about the way school can be perceived differently and can
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affect different groups of adolescents in different ways. She exploration

of cultural, ethnic ani social class differences regarding school can

provide a basis for understanding and acting upon the problem of differential

achieverrent by these groups in school.

From an institutional perspective, the data fraa FUnctions 1 and

2 suggest that there is a serials problem with the holding paier of school

for sate youth. Dropouts do not expect to get as auch schooling as their

peers and this is quite understandable. They do not perform as well as

their peers on school-type tests, their grades are lcmer than their peers,

they are more often tniant both in and out of school, and generally they

get into more disciplinary trouble than other students. Given this rather

negative set of experiences, it should not be surprising that these stmlents

leave the school for a different envircalnent. Fbr most the intent is

to enter the world of work which rust look more rewarding than theenvirament

they have endured for many previous years.

%%bile the discTiminant analysis using the variables available thraigh

HS&B data base does have a margin of error, it is more powerful than

variables such as SES and academic ability in identifying dropouts in

relation to non-college-brawl graduates. In addition the variables used

provide a somewhat different picture of the prcblem. It suggests that in

addition to the characteristics brought to school by the student, there

are several institutional characteristics that are problematic if one

wishes to affect the number of` students leaving school early (see Table 4).
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Table 4

HUM DATA

SUMMARY OF PREDICDMINUABIES FOR EACH STUDENT GROUP

-1 SD -1/2 SD Mean +1/2 SD +1 SD

SES/Q

TEST/Q

GRADES 1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

S/ESTEEM 12 3

Loq/coN 1 2 3

HRS/WRKD 1 2 3

TRUANCY 1 2 3

LATE 1 32

SUB/FEEIS 32 3

OTHERS/C/ME 12 3

ACEM/INSTR 13 2

RESUT/COM 21 3

SCHI/CL1M 1 2 3

SCHI/PROBS 1 2 3

INTR/SCHL 1 2 3

DISCIPLINE 1 2 3

LAM/PROBS 1 2 3

ENP/SCHWATN 1 2 3

1=Dropouts
20Nonoollege bound graduates
3=CO11egebound gradUates
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It can be argued, ofcourse, that discipline problem are asscciated

with low SES and other background factors. EVen if this is the case,

it is crucial to view the dropout problem as gromingcut of conflict

with estrangement from institutional norms andrules thatare represented

inthevariationsofdisciplineprcblens. Utile intentofsocialpolicy

istore:lucethenumberofdropouts, tbmnpoliciasandmactiomofekbecas

will need to respond to this conflict with and estrangement from the

institution arising out of the social and family backgrourd of stixlents.

Certainly public schooling in a democratic society is obligated to

respond oomstructively to children from all backgrounds and social

conditions. It nay be that same kinds of children are more difficult

to teach than others, but the school has no less of a nandate to do

its best to provide all the schocaing such children can profitably

use. This is precisely the mandate that has been accepted by schools

forhamxiimpped dhildrem

Based on HS&B data many tenth graders indicate intentions of not

only graduation but alsopuming post-secondary sdhooling. Hamever,

their high school everiences during the next years do not lead to a

fulfillment of these expectations. This is unfortunate for both

indimidtall; and society since the diversity of post-secondary education

available in this country can provide worthwhile alternatives for most

youth. It appears that rather than broadly promdtingthe realization

of youthful expectations schacas now wotk to undermine them, except

for those students who are most obviously facile with a restricted

conception of learning. Again, we argue it is a responsibility of
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school to enhance and reinforce the evectations of all youth regarding

their attainment of schooling.

IV. ICENTIFYING=pours THRCUGH AN ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SOML VARIABIES

The most difficult task in selecting dropcuts frcm a group of students

is distinguishing between the dropout and the terminal graduate. A clearer

picture of who drops out can be obtained by inspecting the pattern of

responses to specific items for both dropouts and stay-ins. The question

being asked is the extent to which dropouts and stay-ins are similar or

different, partiailarly in terms of their experiences ani views regarding

school.

'No variables can be seen as measures of sthdent alienation and

rejection of schcolTeacher Interest in Students ard Effectiveness

and Fairness of Discipline (see Table 5) . These items reveal a

general student discontent aver the relations students have with the

institution and its adults. When those who eventually became dropouts

were asked to rate teacher interest in students on a four point scale,

marks of fair to poor were given by 56% of the Hispanics, 50% of the

blacks and 59% of the whites. Non-college-bound students are not much

more positive about teacher interest in students in view of the fair

to poor ratings given by each racial group (Hispanics 49%, blacks 47%,

and whites 49%) .

In terms of effectiveneds of discipline, schools receive rather

negative ratings also. Using a four point scale, about half of both the
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Table 5

HS&B DATA

School Factors: Percentage Responses for Each Item

Item Response
Hispanics
N-CB DO

Blacks
N-CB DO

Whites
N-CB DO

Rate teacher -poor 10 17 14 20 12 20

interest in -fair 39 39 33 30 37 39

students -good 36 31 38 24 40 30

-excellent 11 7 8 11 7 7

-don't kncw 4 6 7 15 4 4

Rate effec,- -.poor 13 21 12 16 11 12

tiveness of -fair 42 28 40 47 41 38

sdhool 'good 33 34 24 16 35 33

discipline -excellent 6 14 12 6 8 11

-don't know 8 6 11 15 5 6

Rate fairness -poor 19 22 22 28 21 26

of sdhool -fair 37 27 39 31 38 38

discipline -good 29 22 25 19 33 25

-excellent 6 10 6 5 5 5

-don't know 9 8 7 17 4 6
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stay-ins and dropouts among Hispanics gave poor or fair ratings to their

sdhools. Among blacks, 52% of the stay-ins ard 63% of the drcsnuts rated

discipline effectiveness as poor or fair. Anong whites, the rating of

poor or fair was given by 52% of the stay-ins and 50% of the dropouts.

These data show consistency across all conbinations of growsregarding

the relative ineffectiveness of sdhool discipline, and there is no

indication of apy important differences between stay-ins and dropouts

concerning discipline effectiveness.

On the question cl fairness of discipline the sdhools rated even

nore negative responses from students across the board, regardless of

race or status as a student. Hispanics and blacks gave nearly identical

responses. The ratings as, poor or fair ranged from 56% to 61% for bath

the stay-ins and the dropouts in both groups. Whites were even nore

critical; 59% of the non-college-bardard 64% of thedrcpauts ratedthe

fairness of their sdhool's discipline as poor or fair.

Taken as a whole the response of a broad range of students on, the

issues of effectiveness and fairness indicate a consistently negative

view. Whilebothninoritygrowearecritioal ofthedisciplineintheir

sdhools, it is the whites who are most unhappy. FUrther inspection of

the data revealed that 48% of the white collegebound students gave

poor or fair ratings to their sdhools on discipline fairness. This

suggests that schools have a serious, prOblemwithhow students perceive

the discipline system.
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up to this point most of the categories of student responses have

not revealed substantial dif ferences in responses when comparing the

zmm-college- bawd stay-in and the dropout. However, when the statecratt

"I ara satisfied with the way my education is going," is presented, clearer

separation for these two groups appears. Among Hispanic dropouts 58%

answered false, while 38% of the stay-ins said false. Among whites the

response was 52% ard 33% respectively. These data indicate an unhappiness

over the schooling the socirto-be dropout has experienced.

Another category that reveals marked differences between dropouts

and stay-ins is whether they have ever been suspended or on prubation.

Fbr Hispanics, 31% of the dropouts and 17% of the stay-ins report sudh

disciplinary actions. Hladk dropouts gave 44% af firmative response

while their mon-college- bound peers gave a 19% response. Fbr whites

the dif ferential between dropouts and stay-ins is 26 percent and 11%

respectively. This self-report data indicates that dropouts do have

greater disciplinary problems than other students with blacks having

the greatest likelihood of a serious discipline problem with the school.

In view of the generally negative responses by all students regarding

the effectiveness and fairness of the discipline system, it is not

unreasonable to assume that marginal students doing pcorly in academics

who also experience disciplinary trouble will acquire a set of negative

school attitudes.

One variable that clearly separates stay-ins from dropouts across

all three racial groups, and is related to disciplinary problems,
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concerns the cutting of classes. Almost two-thirds of the Hispanics

and more than half of the black and white dropouts admitted to cutting

classes nad and then, while their stay-in counterparts were substantially

lower at 32%, 29%, and 27% respectively. This differmize concerning

in-school truancy suggests one way in which the dropout beccres

embroiled in both academic and disciplinary problems that can lead to

discouragement over the probability of graduation.

In the area of expected schcol attainment, students were asked "hag

far in school do ycu expect to get?" They were given nine levels ranging

frau less than high school graduation to Ph.D. or M.D. It should be

pointed out that among those who actually drcpped out very few anticipated

this action. Among eventual drcpcuts only 8% of the Hispanics, 10% of

the blacks and 9% of the whites projected that theywere destined to attain

less than high school graduation.

Mors; those who eventually left before graduation, 49% of the

Hispanics, 31% of the blacks and 45% of the whites saw high school

graduation as the end of their schoolim. It should be noted that

these figures are very similar to the responses of those who became

graduates. It also means that among dropouts abcut 44% of the Hispanics,

60% of the blacks ani 45% of the ithites projected formal education

beyond high school.

One interpretation of these data is that the norm of pursuing formal

education is firmly embedued in our culture. Mile Hispanics project

sanewhat less education for themselves and blacks substantially more,
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even than whites, both the dropout and the stay-in anticipate graduating

from high school at the time of data gathering, i . el the sophomore

year in high school. What happens to this commitment to schooling by

all groups, both among those who drop out and those who graduate?

Since few see themselves dropping out and nest see themselves getting

more education beyond high school, something happens to dissuade these

adolesoents from attaining their empectations . One plausible explanation

is those who become dropouts see all schooling in relation to their

experiences in high school, and in view of their ladk of academic

success and disciplinary pralems, they opt to terminate this negative

situation and thereby foreclose many future opportunities to pursue

formal schooling.

In mammy, the data provide a picture of dropouts that for the

most part looks very much like those non-college-bound adolescents; who

successfully complete high school. It is when factors reflecting

institutional characteristics are examined that the separation between

stay-ins and dropouts begins to emerge. For most students the picture

of high school that emerges is a place where teachers are not particularly

interested in students anl the discipline system is perceived as neither

effective nor fair. Understandably, dropouts are not very satisfied with

their schooling. For the dropout, school is a place where one gets

into trouble; suspension, probation, and cutting classes are such more

frequent for this group. Alniost all of the youth who eventually drop

out see theraselves finishing high school, suggesting that dropping out
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is not a conscious decision already made that can be identified in the

early years of high school. Mile dropouts do not see themselves

attaining as many years of schooling as their stay-in ccunterparts, it

should be noted, that among black dropouts more than 50% see themselves

going beyond high school for additional education.

Taken as a whole theselata suggest that school factors related to

discipline are significant in the develccenent of the dropout. If we

omes from a lcw SFS badoground which may signify various form of family

stress or instability, and if one is consistently discouraged by the

school because of signals about academic inadequacies and failures,

and if one perceives little interest or caring on the part of teachers,

and if one sees the institution's discipline system as both ineffective

and unfair, but one has serious encounters with that discipline

system, then it is not unreasonable to mcpect such individuals to

became over the years more alienated and less =emitted to fulfilling

the intentions of almost all citizensgraduation frau high school and

pursuit of more education that can better one's station in life.

The process of becoming a dropout is ocerplex because the act of

rejecting an institution as fundamental to the society as school must

also be accompanied by the belief that the institution has rejected

the person. Me process is probably cumulative for most youth. It

begins mach before the act with negative messages frua the school concerning

academic and discipline probieas. As these messages acommlate into

concrete problems such as failing ccurses and becoming credit deficient
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tame graduation, the choices beams thcee of either continuing an extra

year or sore in a setting that offers in:Teasingly negatlive experiences

or dropping out. Sans do elect to stay to graduaticn while up to 50%

of the youth in sans schools elect to escape to the perceivedopportunities

and positive experiences outside.

For the adolescent who has dropped cut of high school, the

psychological effect is to drcp out of formal schooling for the future

also. while there are several routes a dropout can use to reenter the

system of formal education, generally these youth believe that schcol

is not for them. This decision, of course, precludes many opportunities

for personal and ecarmic advancement in the futur e.

V. THE EMI= OF MOPPING an, ON SELF-ESTEEM AND ID= OF COMM

In this study the variables of Self-Esteen and Locus of Caltrol are

better ocaceived as cutccees of formal schooling, oras dependent variables

rather than independent variables. This is based, inpart, on the explicit

goal statements of public schools that students should acquire positive

self-concepts and learn to take responsibility for their actions. These

general school goals are also fcund in more specific form inthe rationales

of individual courses. If not always stated explicitly, there is implicit

in the purpose of public schoolirq the goals of self-develcsinent, self-

managenent, rational decisice-making and caitrol of one's circumstances

and cppartunities thrcugh the acquisition of knoileckje and &ills. Few

educators wculd deny that they are intending to ether= studenW
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senseof self-esteemand internal controleitherdirectlyorinlirectly

through formal whooling.

To see these two factors as outcomes of school is not to deny

that other influences fram the home anl community nay have an

int:cm-tart effect on them. Parents, for example, have an ccportunity

to shape positively or negatively an adolescent's sense of self,

kut sorting out such influences is extremely difficult. hbat can

be done is to look at students both before and after they have

drocped out of school and compare them with their peers who continue

to graduation and beyond. Mis allows us to get same indication of

the relative contribution school can make in developing self-esteem

and locus of control. The HS&B data allad the cceparisan of racial

groups and student status over time (1980-1982) as sophanares

become either seniors or dropouts. This provides information

on the effects of staying in school or dropping out as measured by

self-esteem and locus of control.

Self-esteem is comprised of four items with which students are

to either agree or disagree on a five point range. For example,

the following item is part of the Self-Mstemiscale: "I am able to

do things as well as other people." Locus of COntrol has four

items, and students are also asked to agree or dissgree on a five

point range to items such as "Good ludk is more important than hard

work for success."
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Thedata inTable 6 indicatethatallthree studentstatusgroups

and all three races increased their sense of self-esteem in a

positive direction over the three year period... For all but black

dropouts the change is statistically significant, and in this case

the change score is similar and parallel to those changes for the

other comparison groups. Dropouts begin with slightly higher

self-esteem than non-college-bound and actually increase the

differential by 1982 even thcugh the farmer have left sohma. This

is true for eadh racial group. The overall gain in self-esteem by

dropouts is exactlythe same asforthegrcupwithgreatestself-esteem,

the college-bound. These data make it difficult to argue that

dropping out of school has a negative effect on youth. On the

contrary, the decision to drcp out is good if one is interested in

enhancing self-esteem. The largmt gain score for any grcup (.19)

is achieved by Hispanic dropouts. For those youth who hare been

receiving negative signals from the sdhool in the form of pcor

grades and/or unhappy experiences with the discipline system,

dropping out to a different environment is a positive experience.

Those youth who are similar to the dropouts in some respwts, tut

who stay to graduation, report less growth in self-esteem than

either the dropouts or college-bound.

The question of whether eachgrmup's locus of control changes

between 1980 and 1982 can be answered from the data in Table 7.

Generally there is movement towara a more internal sense of locus
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of control. The amount of change varies considerably del:en:UN on

group. College-bound Hispanics show the largest change toward

internal control, and Hispanic dropouts show a similar movement

although they remain relatively more externally oriented. Overall

changes show an increase of .15 for dropouts, .09 for non-college

stay-ins, and .11 for the college-bound group. tbile dropouts make

up sane of the differenoe between themselves and stay-ins,

they still project a more external locus of control than their

peers. Dor blacks, the difference between dropouts aryl stay-ins

widens substantially.

The lack of change for dropouts among blacks may reflect their

perceived lack of opportunity in the larger society. Mose who are

cut of school, and possibly cut of work or underemployed, may very

well not see themselves in control of circumstances. Sinoe both

minority groups are also characterized by law SES, this caabination

of factors may evlaln the original sense of more external control.

In other words, law SES can contribute to a more external orientation

through a perceived lack of opportunity, greater unemployment,

lager imam and various for= of discrimination that acompany

minority status. Unexplained, of course, is the large change

toward internal control among Hispanic dropouts.

4 4
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Table 6

Sample Means for Self-Esteem Scale Hy Group and Race
(lower numerical values indicate more positive self-esteem)

Dropouts Non-college bound Collegebound
1980 1982 1980 1982 1980 1982

Hispanic 1.84 1.65** 1.91 1.79** 1.84 1.69*

Sleek 1.76 1.66 1.74 1.65* 1.71 1.55*

%bite 1.90 1.77** 1.93 1.83** 1.81 1.68*

Overall 1.87 1.74** 1.91 1.80** 1.80 1.67*

*significant at .05 level
**significant at .01 level
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Despite beginning with the most internal control orientation,

the oollege-boundgroups Showed Wostantial change. Sdhool appears

to be good for this group. Those who are academically successful

enough to be going to college begin with an enhanced sense of contrca

over conditions in their lives. Staying in sdhool to graduation also

results in gains for eadh racial grcup, but the stay-ins lag far

behind the collegebound. Using the amount of Change toward external

control as a standard, this data does not support the argument that

dropouts wculd have benefitted by staying in sdhool (except in the

case of blaCks). The drcpcuts begin with a significantly different

orientation to control, and it may be that sdhool with its pmesent

reward structure can not be expected to have much impact on this

factor. Dropping out maybe good in the sense it gives these lcuth an

cpportunity to gain a sense of control through participation in adult

activities. Unless one is very good at doing those academic tasks

rewarded by sdhools it is not likely a student will gain a greater

sense of internal control. If this is the case, then sdhools can be

seen as reinforcing the existing status of its students rather than

helping those mcst in need of an increased sense of control over one's

plans, decisions and cirammkarces.

CONCLUSION:

In most respects our findings from the HS&S data parallel or

at least do not contradictthe findings ofprevious studies. Forexanple,

4 6
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Table 7

Semple Means for Locus of Control by Group and Race
(higher numerical values indicate greater sense of internal control)

Dropouts Nonrcollege Bound College-Bound

1980 1982 1980 1982 1980 1982

Hispanics 2.48 2.66** 2.60 2.66 2.72 2.924*

Blacks 2.59 2.59 2.55 2.74** 2.88 2.980*

%bites 2.65 2.82** 2.79 2.87** 3.03 3.321%*

Overall 2.61 2.76** 2.74 2.83** 2.99 3.10**

*significant at .05 level
**significant at .01 level
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SES was fourd to be an importantpredictor of drcccutby Combs andCooley,

Bachman, Rumberger and Peng. School ability aniperformamapersistas

importantpredictorsof studentstatus. LikeBachmanwhofound"in-school

delinquenw" asastrongpredictor of dropping art, we found several more

specificvariablesinlicatingconflictbetweenstudentsandtheinstituticn

to be more important predictors. Our analysis of the HS&B data depart

from earlier findings, however, in that SES and school performance are

reduced in relative importance while the variable of "Expected School

Attainment" along with the conflict variables are more powerful.

nirthersore, our analysis sees student and schoca interacting to

prcduce dropouts. Unlike many researchers, we see the school as having

ancyportunityforinitiativeardresponsibilitytorespordoonstructively

to those students whose continued education is at ridk. In contrast,

Bachman concludes that "dropping cut is a symptom which signifies a

mis-match between certain individuals and the typical high school

environment..." Ihe mis-match exists because of limited academic

ability, school failure ani delinquent behavior. Tnese pmcblems are

not likely to be resolved by staying in school longer, according to

Bachman. Rirthermore, Bachman concludes that the campaign against

dropping cut seems questionable because research on the longitudinal

effects of dropping cut indicate "that some young men can manage

reasonabay well on the basid of ten or eleven years of education.

Perhaps others wculd do so if they were not branded as 'dropouts,"

(p. 181-182).
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We believe this conclusion is irresponsible because it suggests that

schools need not attempt to provide effective education for all storients.

It argues, instead, for legithnizing a 13ush-outu strategy by schools

for those who are least able to benefit frcm *a traditional academic

curriculum. This position tends to absolve the school of responsibility

for the least advantaged in cur society. It suggests that public

education is for sane youth bit not all.

While most of the literature on dropouts is directed only at the

deficiencies found in the marginal student, we see Urea sane character-

istics as a reflection on the institution also. More precisely, we

consider the possibility that certain stir:lent characteristics in

combination with oertain school conditions are responsible for students

decisions to leave school early. We do not want to minimize the fact

that students differ markedly on a range of personal and social

characteristics; had could it be otherwise? However, schools are

obliged to accept these differences as facts of life and respond in a

constructive manner to these differences. We believe this stance

along with our findings provide grounds for recamnending general

policy and practice reforms that would make school more responsive

not only to those who drop out, but also to a large body of stirdents

who nag stay in school reluctantly.

Our reform reccannendations stem fran several specific findings.

Three of these findings are the perceived lack of teacher interest in

students, the perception that the discipline system is ineffective and

unfair, and the presenoe of wide-spread truancy among scme students.

These findings form a pattern that we believe cannot be easily dismissed
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because they reflect a fundanental problem with the perceived legitimacy

of the institution. We see these findings as the tip of the iceberg

that irdicates certain institutional problems go much deeper than drcp:uts.

The findings have inplications for the degree of engagement by even those

who stay to graduation.

In addition to revealing problems in the area of discipline,

there is also the mcre general finding regarding expected school

attainment for a large number of youth. Sane may dismiss this finding

as the product of unrealistic expect? :ions by naive students, and

there may be an elenent of truth in this view. On the other hard, it

also suggests that schools in performing their sorting furction for

scciety may be unnecessarily harsh and discouraging to many adolescents.

The sorting and selecting function does rot require schools to be

negative and alienating. Moreover, after the selection of those who

will go to prestigious colleges is conpleted, there is a range of

possibilities for additional education to which many youth could

aspire. Selecting the college-bound elite is only one of the tasks schools

should be engaged in, and the remaining tcdy of students should

receive the kind of attention that will allow then to pursue all the

schooling they can profitably use.

'Three general reforms of policy and practice are necessaxy if schools

are to respond to these problems and perform the social mandate with which

they are entrusted. These three reforns include: (1) an enhanced sense

of professional accountability among educators toward all students; (2)

a renewed effort to establish legitimate authority within the institution;

(3) a redefinition of schcol work for students and teachers that will
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allow a greater =Aber of students to achieve success, satisfaction and

continue with additional schooling.

The enhanoed sense of professional accountability speaks to the prcblan

of providing for equity in public schooling. Of 'course, equity does not

mean that all students will receive the same curriculum or achieve at

the same level, but it does irkoly that all youth must be given an

opportunity to receive some reasonably attractive benefits of a

publicly financed school system. Educators lust be responsible for

those students who are not ideal academic performers as well as for

those who are talented. There is evidence mot that many students do

not believe teachers are very interested in them. To the extent those

who come fraa disadvantaged backgrounds perceive a less than fair

ocamnitment by the institution to educate them, their school effort

is not likely to be sincere. Professional aocountability to those who

are least advantaged is the only responsible stance educators can

take. The profession must work to establish a variety of mechanisms

to insure that such students receive all the personal and social

benefits possible. Professional accountability rust begin with a

general belief on the part of educators that such a camaitment is

important arx1 a social responsibility. In additicn, specific instituticnal

mechanisms rust be developed to define this aocountability and make it

a matter of bath policy and practice.

One Implication of our study is that schools are in serious trouble

with respect to the maintenance of authority when many students are

skeptical of the discipline system. One can view the problem of

legitimate authority as an extension of accountability. It may be
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that the impersonal bureaucratic structure of large high schools has

created a sense of alienation among sbadentsubo feel that the adults

do not care for them and that they are likely to be treated in an

unfair or arbitrary manner. The cakorehensive high school of today

may create adult to student reletiorshdps that result in skepticism

anl cynicism forboth parties. More peammnal andauthentic reLaticeshdps

areprobably neoessaryto reestablishwidespreadbelief inthe legitimacy

of the institution.

Some reforms in the discipline system are neoessary if schools

are to avoid creating a sizeable group of deviants who can see no

alternative to resisting the school's authority if they are to retain

their own dignity. At ndnimum schools nust find ways of preventim

the widespread truancy that has become a norm in nany schools. The

very students most at risk zust not be allowed to undermine their own

chances of success through either misguided perndssivism or outright

neglect on the part of educators. If the marginal academic student is

to benefit from the formal sdnooling, her or she nust be in class.

Part of the route to professional accountability is through the

establishment of legitimate authority in the educational processirthose

who are to benefit from educators' efforts. Based on case studies of

effectivealternativeprogramsformarginalstudents,theevidanneindicates

that sudh students rwp.ond positively to an environment that combines

a caring relationship and personalized teachingwith a high degree of

program structure characterized by clear, demanding but attainable

expectations (Wehaage, 1983a).
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Finally, a redefinition of school work is needed to te responsible

to the broad range of youth the school is mandated to serve. A central

problem with schools today is that success is narrowly &fined =I

restricted to a few at the top of their class ranking idao are destined

for college. Such a restricted notion of competence anq success for

youth is indefensible in terms of both the individuals involved and

society as a whole. Stine proficiency in traditional academic subjects

is inportant and serves to stimulate some youth, there are many more

who should be encouraged to develop proficiency in other domains.

Unfortunately, vocational education, the =et obvious alternative, is

currently in a dismal state in many schools. Moreover where there are

strong vocational program, they often exclude those sttadents m:lost in

need of an alternative that provides suc:cess and positive roles.

Schools do have available to then a variety of exemplars using non-

traditional conceptions of curriculum and learning. Sane of these have

been dramatically successful with a range of sttnients. One specific enemple

is the "Foxfire" magazine pablished by high school students. In addition,

we have examples of schools focused on the performing arts, health

care and medicine, and human services. There are excellent programs

that have youth developing =I managing small businesses. There are

also exemplary vocational programs that have youth involved in the

building trades or other skilled fields where the curriculum is based

on an "experiential" conception of learning. Such diverse opportunities

for success and development can change the view that many youth now

have that "school is not for me."
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Those who are pessimistic about the willingness and/or ability of

schools to respond constructively to the marginal student with both a

more caring relationship and a more stimulating curriculum may want to

argue that this is an opporbanity to try sone form ofvoucherto generate

new comeptions of schooling (Wehaage, 1983b). Avcucher plan need not

supplant existing public schools. Instead it could be used as a

supplemental strategy to create opportunities for students to have

paanned educational experiences in community-based programs. Same of

these could be explicitly vocational while others could provide direct

exploration in the arts, sciences, medicine, the law as uell as

performance of public services. The use of the vouCher idea may.be

recessary to attenuate the nearly monopolistic control schools now

have over the education of youth.
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